A generative two-dimensional rectangular array model which allows for growth along the edges is proposed. The growth takes place in parallel, restricted by tables, and growth along the four different edges is controlled by a control set. Special classes of these models where the distinction between terminals and nonterminals is removed, provide for rectangular developmental arrays; the hierarchy within these classes is studied. The generative power of the new model is compared with that of earlier array models.
INTRODUCTION
There has been renewed interest recently in the study of array grammars and array languages. Some of these grammars are motivated by the desire to generate or describe particular classes of pictures (Siromoney et al., 1972 (Siromoney et al., , 1973 (Siromoney et al., , 1974 while others are general enough to encompass all types of array languages (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 1973) . Correspondingly, there have been studies of automata acting on two-dimensional tapes, some being parallel, others sequential (Milgram and Rosenfled, 1971) , and still others parallel/ sequential (Krithivasan and Siromoney, 1974; Rosenfeld and Milgram, 1973; Siromoney et al., 1972) .
L-systems for string languages have been under extensive study during the past few years (Herman and Rozenberg, 1975) . This paper is an attempt to incorporate the developmental type of generation used in L-systems into arrays. We propose a model general enough to include some of the earlier array models.
In L-systems for string languages, one of the main characteristics is the use of parallel rewriting for every symbol. This amounts to the simultaneous growth. of every cell, wherever it may be situated. In our table array models, we allow growth only along the edges. This is done in parallel, restricted by a table, and the growth along the four different edges is controlled by a control set on the set of tables. Control sets for string languages were introduced in Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) and L-systems in Ginsburg and Rozenberg (1975) . Recently, there have been further studies on the effect of control on ETOL and EOL languages (Asveld, 1975; Nielsen, 1975) . It has been shown that regular control on ETOL does not affect its generative capacity while context-sensitive control on EDTOL and ETOL increases the generative power to that of recursively enumerable sets. We note that the class of languages obtained by regular control on ETOL (i.e., ETOL) is a proper subset of some of the table L-array models introduced in this paper. The other characteristic of L-systems is that there is no distinction between the sets of nonterminals and terminals, but extensions of the models that investigate the effect of allowing auxiliary symbols in L-systems, have been studied. In our table L-array models, we introduce the extended versions, considering as special classes the L-arrays, when there is no auxiliary symbol.
In this paper, we study table L-systems that generate rectangular arrays. Further work in this direction includes the introduction of table L-systems that generate circular (Siromoney and Siromoney, 1975) and hexagonal (Siromoney and Siromoney, 1976) patterns and the study of a special class of table L-array models which generate strings (Krithivasan and Nirmal, 1975) .
THE EXTENDED CONTROLLED TABLE L-ARRAY MODELS
DEFINITION 2.1. An extended, controlled (kl, kr, ku, ka) table L-array grammar is a 5-tuple G = (V, T, ~, C, S, #) where V is a finite nonempty set (the alphabet of G); T _C V is the terminal or target alphabet of 67; is a finite set of tables {P1, P2 ..... P~}, and each P~, i = 1 ..... k, is a left, right, up, or down table consisting, respectively, of a finite set of left, right, up, or down rules only. The rules within a table are all of the same type: either string rules with neighborhood context determined by kl, kr, ku, kcl ~ {0, 1}, or matrix rules. In either case, all right-hand sides of rules within the same table are of the same length;
C is a control language over ~; and S 6 V is the start matrix; # is an element not in V (the marker of G).
In particular,
(1) if V = T and S is a matrix M 0 (the axiom), G is a controlled table L-array grammar;
(2) if C ~ ~*, then there is no control and the order of applications of the tables is arbitrary; G is then an extended table L-array grammar.
Thus these variations give rise to several kinds of systems and we use the appropriate abbreviations, kl, kr, ku, ka ~ {0, 1} fix the depth of the left, right, up, and down neighborhood context for each grammar.
If hi ~-kr = ku = ha = 0, then the rules are all context free in nature and will be a generalization of the rules of a TOL system (Herman and Rozenberg, 1975) to two dimensions. We shall refer to this as a context-free (or 0L) table array grammar. If at least one of hi, kr, ku, ka equals 1, we get neighborhood context, and we shall refer to this as a context-dependent (or 1L) table array grammar.
Notation. Let kl ~ kr = ku = ka = 1 and al, ar, au, ad in V U {#}, a in V and w in V + (for the left and right tables) or V+ (for the up and down tables) such that 1 w [ is the same for every rule in a table. Then each left table L in ~ is a finite set of sextuples (#, ar, au, aa, a, w) Similarly, for the other classes.
Remark. (i) Within each of the variations, there is a scope for defining different subclasses. For example, the control language C may be chosen to be from a family ~ which may be either regular, context free, or context sensitive, in which case we attach the corresponding name to the control.
(ii) Within each table, if each rule is a matrix rule, then we modify the definitions of ~ and =>* accordingly.
(iii) Again, within the table, the rules may be chosen to be deterministic, propagating, growing, etc.
(iv) In 0L systems, one other requirement is that of completeness, i.e., there exists at least one rule for every symbol. A similar assumption is made for table 0L systems. In our models, we have not made use of the completeness condition mainly because, according to our definition of a derivation, a generation will block if there do not exist rules in that table for every symbol occurring in that row or column edge.
Normal Form. In the general definition, we have taken the length of the right side of any rule in a particular table to be a fixed integer k ~ 0. Since in our models only one symbol in a rule is rewritten, without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 ~< k ~< 2. Using the terminology of L-systems (Herman and Rozenberg, 1975) , we shall call an array grammar
(iii) limited, if k ~ 2, and (iv) deterministic, if whenever (al, ar , au, aa, a) + w 1 and @1, ar , au, ad, a) ~ w~ are two productions in the same table, wl = we • Thus the models we have proposed include a wide variety of classes of array languages, and each by itself will be worth studying. We consider here certain special classes and show how very simple grammars can generate interesting classes of pictures which can reflect growth patterns having controlled growth along the edges.
EXAMPLES AND HIERARCHY
In this section, to illustrate the ideas, we choose one specific class, viz., the growingL-systems (i.e., k ~ 2 and F-= T) and show how different variations in control (viz., regular, CF and CS) and table (viz., 0L and IL) can be used to describe the growth of several developmental patterns.
In the following sets of examples, in a rule if any particular side is context independent, we shall just leave that side empty (similar to the usage of d --~ for a context-free rule). The first set of examples deals with the generation of arrays by table 0L array grammars without control and with regular, CF, or CS control. 
R-=-{X--~XX}, D=IX~,Xt,
and control is -~*.
X EXAMPLE 3.12. Squares of all sizes with X along the border (Fig. 2) can be generated by a table 0L array grammar with regular control. Regular control on a table 0L array grammar can also generate L's of all sizes with the same proportions (Fig. 3) , right triangles of X's (Fig 4) , pyramids of all sizes (Fig. 5) , and Kirsch's right triangles (Fig. 6) (Kitsch, 1964) .
We note that the set of arrays consisting of rectangles of X's of all sizes is generated by a TOLA grammar without control whereas the set of arrays consisting of squares of X's of all sizes can be generated only by TOLA grammar with regular control. In Example 3.11, regular control {(RD)n/n >/ 1} is needed to make the lengths of the sides of the rectangle equal. This example illustrates the fact that regular control on table 0L arrays increases generative capacity. For string languages, it has been of interest to study the effect of regular control on the generative capacity of a given family. We have now extended this study to table 0L array languages.
These examples are useful in describing developmental patterns which grow along their edges but maintain the same shape. EXAMPLE 3.13. Squares split vertically into three equal columns (Fig. 7) can be generated by a table 0L array grammar with CF control but not with regular control. It can be seen that this class cannot be generated by any table 0L array grammar either with regular or CF control since the growth at each stage is of the order of 2% which is not semilinear and hence cannot be CF or regular. We give one more example of a table 0L array grammar with CF control. This example is interesting since the corresponding picture class is generable by a (CS: CS) array grammar (Siromoney et al., 1973) . 
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARRAY MODELS
Generally, when a new model is introduced, it is of interest to compare its generative power with earlier models. We make such comparisons here with matrix models (Siromoney et al., 1972) , parallel/sequential models (Rosenfeld and Mitgram, 1973) , kolam array models (Siromoney et al., 1973) , and array models (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 1973) . To distinguish our earlier array models (Siromoney et al., 1973 (Siromoney et al., , 1974 from those of Rosenfeld's (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971 ; Rosenfeld, 1973) , we are referring to the former as kolam array models.
4.1. The regular matrix languages (RML), context-free matrix languages (CFML), and context-sensitive matrix languages (CSML) (Siromoney et al., 1972) are all generable by extended table IL array grammars with regular control. In the matrix models, intermediate languages (regular, CF, or CS) are generated horizontally and then vertical generation proceeds in parallel according to a finite set of right-linear grammars. It can be seen that the class of RML is a proper subset of the class of extended table array languages with right-linear type of rules and regular control. Since we are considering the extended versions of the table array models, and the rules in a table are all applicalble only at the edges, it is meaningul to talk of right-linear type of rules, i.e., rules of the form A~ aB, A--* a, A,B in V--T, and aE T. On the other hand, both CF and CS matrices require context-dependent rules in the extended table with regular control. 
Let G' = (V, T, 5, C, S) where
It can be easily seen that G' generates M. Proper containment can be easily established by considering the examples in 3.12 none of which is an RML. In the cases of CFML and CSML, the horizontal line of intermediates cannot be generated by horizontal rules alone. We need context-dependent vertical rules as well to generate the CF or CS string languages. The technique is given in the informal proof of the following theorem. Proof. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be any CSG. It has been shown that every context-sensitive language (CSL) can be generated by a grammar whose productions are of the form A ~ BC (1), AB --~ AC (2) and A -+ a (3), A, B, C e N, a E T (Penttonen, 1974) . Further, that there is no loss of generality in assuming that rules of the form (1) are applied first corresponding to a leftmost derivation, than left context rules of the form (2) and finally terminal rules of the type (3) (Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1975) . We shall assume that G is in this standard normal form.
Let (Asveld, 1975) (Rosenfeld and Milgram, 1973) which are similar to the matrix models. We only compare with the class accepted by one-way parallel/sequential automata. We prove that the class accepted by one-way PS machines is properly contained in the class generated by extended IL table array languages with regular control. We make use of the formalism of a parallel/sequential machine as presented in Feldman (1973) . To show proper containment, we note that Example 3.21 is not an (R: CS) array (Siromoney et al., 1973) . Further, Theorem 4.31 illustrates the fact that the extended table IL array models with regular control intersect with the remaining six families of kolam models.
4.4. Finally, we compare with the general array models (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 9173) which are the most general of all array models. Naturally, the Turing array model and the array bounded model will include all the extended table models, without control. When the extended table models act with control, further study is needed to show how exactly the control can be incorporated into the array grammars. On the other hand, it can be shown that the class accepted by FSAA is properly contained in the extended table arrays with context-dependent rules.
CONCLUSION
We have defined our table array models to generate rectangular arrays. Even nonrectangular figures are embedded in rectangular arrays filling the remaining spaces with blanks. An extension of our model is to consider classes of arrays not necessarily rectangular, allowing growth along the outer edges. It may be of interest to examine the relative merits of these models.
